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Dear <<First Name>>,
Welcome to Issue #167 of our Spooky2 Weekly Digest.

Spooky2 Blog Articles

Spooky2 20190116 Released
In this new version of Spooky2 software, there are many groundbreaking new
features you never saw before.

What Are the Differences Between Analyse and Analyse+ Button?
This article will explain the details of the two buttons.

Spooky2 Q&A

Have people had success with anxiety/panic disorder treatment?
There are a number of things you can do for this condition.

Are there any suggestions for mild corneal neovascularization problem?
I have had multiple success using eye infection programs for my son's pink eye
and conjunctivitis. Symptoms literally have gone in a few hours on remote.

Success with a severe bronchitis and influenza with high fever.
There are many user suggested programs for bronchitis and influenza.

I have been tested positive for Lyme, but I don’t present as Lyme. What can I
take action on?
I feel one of the most effective programs to run is the one that kill parasites.

Spooky2 Discussions

Spooky2 Rife for Life Facebook Group 

How to improve your sleep disorder by running Daily Wellness (R) - BY preset
What is the difference between sleep and insomnia preset and sleep induction
preset?

How to deal with male hair loss using Spooky2
Which preset should we choose for running Alopecia program, killing or healing
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preset?

Spooky2 Forum

Scalar and Essential Oils
Do you have any experience with Scalar and essential oils?

Where is practicing Rife legal?
Is there a country where using Rife in practice is ok?

Best of health,
Echo

Spooky2 Team
Skype: echolee50
Facebook: www.facebook.com/groups/spooky2
                www.facebook.com/clenspooky2
Web: www.spooky2-mall.com
         www.spooky2.com
         www.spooky2support.com
         www.spooky2videos.com
         www.spooky2reviews.com
Tel: 00-86-18001581176

You are receiving this message because you are a valued spooky2-mall.com
customer.
If you have questions, please feel free to contact us.

Our mailing address is:
Spooky2 Rife

Room 2003, G-5 Building, Himalaya business centre G
Ningnan Street, Yuhuatai District

Nanjing, JiangSu 211106
China
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